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CONSTRUCTED 
EPHEMERA LI TY 
C!AI.F.X 'PRI F.ST 
Lancbcapc \rchitccturc I Bambi Yo~t I Spring 2011 
Constructed Ephemerality questions the current role of 
lines as political boundaries and topographic projections 
both discovered and man-made. It is a new form of site 
analysis attempting to address the responsibility of art 
object and the contemporary world, thus pushing line 
aggressively into the "real" world of everyday spaces. 
-oe point it is out of context; the next, it is in context. 
context needs the line and the line needs the context 
· 1 .. space to become legible. 
arc a way to rationalize, control and regulate chaos. 
, ver, through the development of lines within the 
environment the perfect ideal of a line, becomes 
t\s my work has emerged and developed, the 
,icy to construct ephcmerality, as a way to better 
=-cand the environment, context and politics of the 
' imperative. By bringing in elements that arc out 
ntcxt or taking objects from within the context 
1~-acranh>ing them, an ephemeral line can show that 
• u in a new and contemporary way. Through a better 
randing of the context, better judgments and che 
11 of harsh prejudices, can be eliminated. I am not so 
• oncerned with the questions "Is this a line? Is that 
\'\fhat is a line?" so much as the question "I low can 
~er understand the dense ephemeral environments 
·h we reside?" The use of ephemeral lines (written, 
. drawn and constructed) can lead to dialogues 
nl! waste, art and ecosystems as part of a political 
·-.;tlion about who we are and what we do. 
mense controlled agri-scapes of Iowa in which 
allow for little deviation. However, through 
monoculture destructive systems the landscape 
... legible, comprehendible, and profitable. But 
n1zing the landscape into easily comprehendible 
1uires questioning. Who made it look thal way? 
•·I it look like before? What does it say about 
how we value the lam!? Contemporary society is 
• fa~ter and faster every day, minute, and second. 
rhin the tcmporality of contemporary society that 
mcrality emerges. By generating situations that 
with each passerby to allow for interaction in 
'ense where the lines become auditable as well 
. physical environments, a richer understanding 
t can emerge. 
' exlcnsive knowledge and background in 
.1rchitccture, the works within Constructed 
.1hry appropriately a<lcfress site context and 
'e) more legible while provoking an evocative 
~bout contemporary society, and the complex 
,f human existence and the environment. By 
.undarics multiple meanings can be read into 
11lowing for the perceptions of the viewer/ 
to become absorbed within the work. Art b 
•1g the world in a new and different way, and 
.J Ephemerality provok~ a questioning of the 
j realities of the world. Better undcr5tanding 
· .J relationship linearity can and does have 
nhy,ical, social, ecological and political world 
11 :1ggressive exploration into a site's context in 
nee with human perceptions. 
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